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Abstract

Objective This pilot study examined the feasibility out-

come recruitment, safety and compliance of the investi-

gation for stochastic resonance whole-body vibration (SR-

WBV) training. Another aim was to evaluate the effect size

of one SR-WBV intervention session on Short Physical

Performance Battery (SPPB), Expanded Timed Get Up-

and-Go (ETGUG), isometric maximal voluntary contrac-

tion (IMVC) and rate of force development (IRFD) and

chair rising (CR).

Design Randomised double-blinded controlled cross-

over pilot study.

Method Feasibility outcomes included recruitment, safety

and compliance. For secondary outcomes, SPPB, ETGUG,

IMVC, IRFD and CR were measured before and 2-min

after intervention. Nonparametric Rank-Order Tests of Puri

and Sen L Statistics to Ranked Data were proposed. Wil-

coxon signed-ranked tests were used to analyse the dif-

ferences after SR-WBV intervention and sham

intervention. Treatment effects between the interventions

were compared by a Mann–Whitney U test.

Results Among 24 eligible frail elderly, 12 agreed to

participate and 3 drop out. The adherence was 15 of 24

intervention sessions. For secondary outcome, effect sizes

(ES) for SR-WBV intervention on SPPB, ETGUG and CR

were determined.

Conclusion This pilot study indicate that the training

protocol used in this form for frail elderly individuals is

feasible but with modification due to the fact that not all

defined feasibility outcomes target was met. SR-WBV with

6 Hz, noise level 4 shows benefit improvements on SPPB

(ES 0.52), ETGUG (part sit-to-stand movement: ES 0.81;

total time: ES 0.85) and CR (ES 0.66). Further research is

desired to determine whether a new adapted training pro-

tocol is necessary for SR-WBV in the ‘‘skilling up’’ phase

in frail elderly individuals.

Keywords Feasibility � Adherence � Attrition � Isometric

maximal voluntary contraction � Isometric rate of force

development

Introduction

Dynapenia describes age-associated loss of muscle

strength, power and functional strength [1]. These losses

affect negatively physical performance, which increases

the risk of falling. Maintenance of physical performance

into ageing is crucial to sustaining functional independence

in normal everyday life [2].

Sensorimotor and strength training are valid intervention

methods to increase strength, power and functional strength

in the field of geriatrics. The question that arises what

exercises are best suited to and most effective for elderly

individuals who have marked physical limitations because

of dynapenia and therefore want to start a training pro-

gramme. Such populations are advised first to enter a

‘‘skilling up’’ before more traditional forms of training

exercises are implemented [3]. What kinds of exercises are

(Clinical trial register: NCT01543243).
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appropriate for ‘‘skilling up’’, however, needs to be

answered [4]. Further, a classification of the current status

of physical performance in elderly individuals for exercise

training must be carried out. A classification assigns frail

elderly individuals in skilling up and mobile and trained

elderly individuals in conventional training [5].

One training method for skilling up could be whole-

body vibration (WBV). Multiple available systematic

reviews and meta-analyses have described positive effects

after WBV training in elderly population [6–8]. There are

two major types of WBV: sinusoidal (i.e. constant vibra-

tion frequency) (S-WBV) and stochastic resonance vibra-

tion (i.e. random vibration frequencies) (SR-WBV). During

S-WBV the participants stand on a platform that vibrates

vertically or side alternating [9] with a high frequency

(20–50 Hz) over a small peak-to-peak amplitude

(2–6 mm). For SR-WBV, the participants stand on two

separate platforms that vibrate independently with fre-

quencies between 1 and 12 Hz [10].

During WBV, mechanical vibration produces small

changes in the muscle–tendon complex [11]. These chan-

ges activate the muscle spindles with stimulation of the Ia-

afferents, facilitating the alpha motor neuron output and

contracting the extrafusal muscle fibres [12]. In contrast to

S-WBV, stochastic signal components cause a simple

collection and processing by the nervous system [13]. This

occurs, because in relatively small nerve cell aggregations

stochastic background activities are available. Further-

more, SR-WBV has the advantage that the nerve cells

cannot adapt [14, 15]. The use of stochastic resonance

vibration might be beneficial for frail elderly individuals,

since the nervous systems ability to fully activate skeletal

muscle voluntarily seems impaired in dynapenia, which

might be activated through SR-WBV.

One pilot study applied SR-WBV to an intervention for

untrained elderly individuals on postural control [16]. This

study indicates that SR-WBV intervention is safe interven-

tion method and untrained elderly rose faster from sitting to

standing position. New treatments usually have to go through

a series of test stages to determine whether they are feasible,

safe and effective [17]. In this context it seems justified to

perform a pilot study to assess the feasibility of applying SR-

WBV in frail elderly individuals. The findings of such a study

can inform a larger scale main RCT study [17].

The aim of this pilot study was to perform a phase II

trial to test immediate effects of SR-WBV on frail elderly

individuals. Phase II trials are studies on safety and toler-

ability in the target population and first investigations study

of effect and apportioning [17]. This pilot study aimed

(I) to evaluate the feasibility of the intervention process and

the ability to recruit and retain frail elderly individuals for

such an intervention, and (II) to evaluate the immediate

effects of one session SR-WBV intervention on physical

performance, gait, isometric maximal voluntary contrac-

tion (IMVC), isometric rate of force development (IRFD)

and functional strength.

Methods

The design of this study was constructed following the

statement of Thabane et al. [17]. This statement described

how to report the results of pilot investigations.

Design

This study involved a randomised cross-over design with

blinding of the participants and blinding of the assessors

where nine participants completed a one session of SR-

WBV intervention and a one session of Sham intervention.

A Zeptor med� vibration device (Frei Swiss AG, Zürich,

Switzerland) was used for the application of a SR-WBV.

Its footplates move three-dimensional up-down, forward-

backward and left-right. The participants stood with shoes

in an upright position with slightly flexed hip, knee and

ankle joints on the platform of the vibration device. SR-

WBV parameter for one session was: five repetitions of

1-min vibration and 1-min rest in between. The participants

act as their control.

The participants were randomised to receive one session

of SR-WBV intervention with a frequency at 6 Hz, Noise

level 4 in Period 1 and then a Sham intervention with a

frequency at 1 Hz, Noise level 1 (SR-WBV/Sham) in

Period 2 after a wash-out phase or vice versa (Sham/SR-

WBV). The participants were tested before (pretest) and

2 min after intervention in period 1 (posttest) and again

before starting period 2 (posttest) and 2 min after inter-

vention in period 2 (pretest). Figure 1 shows the survey

diagram.

Participants

Twelve frail elderly individuals (four male and eight

female) living in a residential care setting participated in

this study. Participant characteristics are given in Table 1.

They were recruited by an oral presentation. In this pilot

study, (pre-)frail was defined using the Physical Perfor-

mance Classification for Elderly (PPCfE) proposed by

Rogan et al. [18]. The PPCfE was determining by the total

score of the short physical performance battery (SPPB).

Status (pre-)frail: 0–6 points; status mobile: 7–10 points;

status trained: 11–12 points. (Pre-)Frail were defined if C6

point was confirmed.

Participants were included if they were aged over

65 years, were able to stand without aids, were classified as

Resident Assessment Instrument (RAI) performance level
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[0,1 living in the Canton of Bern and had a score[22 in the

Mini-Mental Status Examination. Exclusion criteria were:

visual disturbances, lower or upper limb prostheses, acute

joint diseases, acute thrombosis, acute fractures, acute

infections, acute tissue damage, or acute surgical scars.

Randomisation

An independent research assistant performed the ran-

domisation procedure with Microsoft Excel 2010. The

participants were stratified by sex using a computer-

generated sequence. Allocating occurred to either SR-

WBV/Sham or Sham/SR-WBV by means of sealed opaque

envelopes that were distributed after the recruitment pro-

cess. The study protocol has been approved by the Ethics

Committee of the Canton of Bern (No. 142/11) and was

registered under ClinicalTrial.gov: NCT01543243. All

participants gave written informed consent.

Primary outcome: criteria of success

The criteria for success, important in a pilot study [17], were

based on the primary feasibility objective and focused on

recruitment, safety and compliance to the SR-WBV training. It

was decided a priori to assess the feasibility with the following

criteria for determining success: recruitment of a third of the

residents that were eligible for the training session, a 15 %

attrition rate, and 80 % adherence to the SR-WBV session

were deemed acceptable. The recommended values are based

from a previous pilot study with untrained elderly [16].

For safety, the authors interviewed the participants

before and immediately after SR-WBV exercise on their

well-being, feelings of stability and for adverse effects such

as dizziness and pain during vibration. The responses for

well-being and feeling of stability were: (1) worse, (2) the

same, (3) better. Replied the participant with worse they

were asked about dizziness or pain. These single questions

were composed by the authors.

For attrition, we measured the number of participants

lost at final follow-up.

For adherence to the intervention in total each partici-

pant trained over two units. An attendance list was kept to

ensure enough training was completed.

Secondary outcome

Following measurements were intended from a previous

pilot study with untrained elderly [19] and have been

Fig. 1 Flow chart of the pilot study

Table 1 Summary description of the demographic variables at

baseline of all recruited participants (n = 12) and analysed partici-

pants (n = 9) in means and SD

n = 12 n = 9

Age (years) 86.3 ± 6.9 88.5 ± 5.9

Height (cm) 166 ± 0.1 1.68 ± 1

Weight (kg) 64.3 ± 14.5 68.8 ± 14.3

Gender (female/male) 8/4 4/4

BMI (Kg/m2) 23.2. ± 4.4 28.3 ± 4.7

Amount of individuals using

walking aids (%)

10 % (wheeled

walker)

10 % (wheeled

walker)

Presence of comorbidity:

Hypertension 2 2

Diabetes 3 3

Coronary artery disease 2 1

Cerebrovascular disease 1 0

Asthma 1 1

Osteoporosis 3 2

Incontinence 9 7

Cancer 0 0

BMI body mass index

1 RAI assess residents on admission to the nursing home, at least

annually thereafter and on any significant change in status and to

develop individualised, restorative plans of care.
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registered on ClinicalTrials.gov. Semi-Tandem stand

(STS), SPPB, Expanded Timed Get Up-and-Go (ETGUG),

single task (ST) and dual task (DT) conditions during

walking, reaction time of the hand (RTH) and feet (RTF),

isometric maximum voluntary force (IMVC) and isometric

rate of force development (IRFD) and functional strength.

The participants were familiarised with the SR-WBV

intervention and measurements 1 week prior to data col-

lection. During these measurements, it was found that frail

elderly in contrast to untrained elderly not have the same

physical performance level, to generate the same content

and time required for an investigation or intervention. For

this reason it was decided that out all measurements were

carried out in this current pilot study. The outcome mea-

surements have been carried out and will now be described

in detail below.

The SPPB [20] assesses lower extremity function that

allows prediction of the risk of physical damage.

It measures balance (semi-tandem stand, stand = feet

side by side and tandem stand), gait speed and lower limb

strength during 59 chair rising (CR). The SPPB shows

high reliability with an intraclass correlation coefficient

(ICC) ranged from 0.88 to 0.92 [21].

Expanded Timed Get Up-and-Go (ETGUG) was used to

measure dynamic balance. The ETGUG [22] has an ICC

ranged from 0.55 to 0.97 and a test–retest reliability ranged

from 0.54 to 0.85. The participants had to perform a sit-to-

stand movement (SSM), to walk at their normal speed to

the end of distance walkway, to turn around and to walk

and sit back on the chair. At 2, 8 and 10 m along the

walkway, markers were set (using coloured tape on the

floor), allowing the measurement of the mean times after

SS, between 0 and 2 m, 2–8 m, turn, 12–18 m, 18–20 m

and the total time (TT). Measurements were conducted

using a digital hand stopwatch (Timex: Ironmen Triathlon,

Middlebury, CL, USA). For the current study, the test was

repeated twice with minimum 1-min rest in between.

A dynamometer measures IMVC and IRFD. Both were

measured twice during each total of 5 s for leg extension.

Between the measurements a break of 60 s was provided.

An ICC for dynamometer measures was determined ranged

from 0.95 to 0.98 for the lower extremity [23]. In this pilot

study, the participants were sitting on a dynamometer chair

at 90� knee flexion. The participants responded to the

instruction ‘‘3–2–1—go’’ as fast as possible and had to

extend the leg isometrically as strong as possible for 5 s.

The analogue signal of the dynamometer was routed

through an measurement amplifier (UMV, uk-labs, Kem-

pen, Germany), digitised via a 12-bit A-/D- converter card

(Meilhaus ME-2600i, SisNova Engineering, Zug, Swit-

zerland) and analysed using Analog Digital Signal Pro-

cessing software (ADS, uk-labs, Kempen, Germany). The

IMVC was calculated by the highest strength value from

the participant‘s individual force–time curves. The IRFD

was extracted from the force–time calculating the steepness

between the time points of 25 % of IMVC and 75 % IMVC

[24].

For functional strength a CR test was used. The partic-

ipants were instructed to sit on a 42-cm high chair and to

place their arms across their chest. One completed CR was

defined as moving from a starting seated position to

standing fully upright and returning to the seated position.

The participants responded to the instruction ‘‘3–2–1—

Go’’ to stand up and sit down five times as fast as possible.

Timing began when the examiner said ‘‘Go’’ and stopped

when the participant’s buttocks touched the chair on the

fifth repetition. Lord et al. [25] reported an ICC of 0.89 for

reliability. The average of two trials was calculated.

Statistical analyses

Due to the low number of participants, nonparametric

statistical procedures were carried out. The Nonparametric

Rank-Order Tests of Puri and Sen L Statistics to Ranked

Data were used for statistical analysis [26]. This statistical

analysis includes following steps. First, the data distri-

butions were changed to ranks. Second, carry-over effects

between period one and period two (see Fig. 1) were

determined using a two-factorial analysis of variance with

repeated measures. If a carry-over effect was present, the

data were analysed only with the first period data like a

parallel design. If no carry-over effect was present, in a

next step, data were analysed as SR-WBV intervention

versus Sham intervention, irrespective of the order par-

ticipants completed the training programmes using the

Wilcoxon signed rank test and Mann–Whitney U test

[27].

According to Thabane et al. [17], in a pilot study, the

focus is not primarily on the statistical analysis. This pilot

study is in advance of a clinical intervention trial (RCT)

which represents the validation phase and processing

steps of the measurements and evaluation of intervention

effect sizes (ES). Since this pilot study does not have the

goal to identify significant intervention effects, but

increasingly pays attention to evaluate ES on physical

performance. For this reason no Bonferroni correction

post hoc was performed. The level of significant was set

at a\ 0.05.

The ES were calculated for the differences within and

between the groups and expressed as r = Z/HN. For r an

ES of 0.1 is considered a ‘‘small’’ effect, around 0.3 a

‘‘medium’’ effect and 0.5 and above, a ‘‘large’’ effect [28].

The programme G*Power 3 was used for post hoc

analysis for power 1 - b calculation [29]. All analyses

were conducted using SPSS Version 20.0 (SPSS Inc.,

Chicago, IL, USA).
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Results

Criteria of success

The facility had a total of 100 residents from which staff

representatives estimated 40 fulfilled eligibility criteria.

One information session and one personal interview were

held and visited by 40 residents. Due the lack of interest in

advance, ten possible candidates were rejected. Six resi-

dents were excluded because physical testing was impos-

sible. 24 residents were eligible to participate based on the

inclusion–exclusion criteria and invited to participate. Of

these, twelve frail elderly individuals consented to partake

in the study. The other twelve participants indicated the

following reasons for non-participation: no interest

(n = 8), no motivation (n = 3) and personal reasons

(n = 1). This resulted in a recruitment rate of 40 % for the

total sample frame. The inclusion rate—twelve invited to

participate; twenty-eight enrolled—was 30 %.

The intended secondary outcome measurements could

not be performed. STS, DT and ST and RT were removed

from the secondary outcome measurement programme.

The participants were not able to perform about 5 s the

STS. For ST and DT, the participants did not have enough

strength and endurance. The eyes of the participants were

not always able to correctly detect the light stimulus for the

RTH and RTF as well.

The attrition rate is 25 % (n = 3 drop-outs). The reasons

were a too high amount of measurements and too long

measuring times (n = 1) and a lack of interest to continue

in this study (n = 2). For adherence to the intervention, we

had 72.7 % (15 of 24 training sessions).

The participants were willing to be randomised. For

safety, neither subjective nor objective side effects relating

to the intervention used were reported.

Secondary outcome

Table 2 shows the intervention effect and ES after SR-

WBV training on the secondary outcomes between and

within the SR-WBV intervention and sham intervention.

Large ES after 6 Hz, Noise 4 SR-WBV intervention on

SPPB, ETGUG (SS and TT) and CR were determined.

Sham intervention showed significant decreases on ET-

GUG between 0 and 2 m, IMVC and IRFD of the right leg.

Discussion

The goal of this pilot study was (I) to evaluate the feasi-

bility of the study process and the ability to recruit and

retain frail elderly individuals for such an intervention, and

(II) to assess the acute impact of one SR-WBV intervention

session on physical performance, gait, IMVC, IRFD and

functional strength.

The primary feasibility objectives provide the basis for

interpreting the results of the pilot study and determining

whether it is feasible to proceed to the next RCT study.

This pilot study demonstrated that the planned study in this

from is feasible but with modification due to the fact that

not all scheduled and registered measurements could be

realised, the attrition rate for frail elderly people is high and

the adherence rate is low. Our aim to recruit 30 participants

could not be reached. Those individuals that responded and

visited an information and personal session showed no

large inclusion rate. These findings indicate the importance

of a new approach for recruitment of elderly individuals

where questions and concerns about new interventions can

be clarified.

Criteria of success

The strategy for the secondary outcome measurements was

made in advance of this pilot study. As the study protocol

was registered on ClinicalTrial.gov, the knowledge and

experience was not given regarding selection and number

of measurements on physical performance for frail elderly

individuals. In old age, muscle strength and balance play an

important role. These parameters are crucial to handle

numerous situations of activity in daily life. On the other

hand, frailty is the result of foregoing disease in multiple

systems resulting in impaired muscle strength, postural

control, endurance and mobility [30]. This means that frail

elderly individuals are not resilient. Further, the vision in

elderly individuals is reduced [31]. Originally, seven

measurements for this study were provided with a sched-

uled time of one and a half hour. Subsequently, an inter-

vention and then another measurement occur. For the frail

elderly, this period is too long. Based on this finding, the

originally intended measurements for the secondary out-

come were reduced to SPPB, ETGUG and strength (IMVC,

IRFD and functional strength). In this study, the selection

of outcome measurements for frail elderly individuals was

not suitable. In future studies, this point must be taken into

account.

Compliance with the SR-WBV training and retesting

was not good. Of the included frail elderly individuals,

only nine completed the two training sessions. In addition,

complete retest data were obtained from only nine frail

elderly individuals. This is far more than the rate that could

have been expected. It should be noted, however, that the

mean compliance rate that was determined from one study

mainly focused on immediate effects [19]. In contrast to

this study, the pervious pilot study from Rogan et al. [19]

showed a good compliance rate of 100 %. Another contrast

is that the investigation was a randomised controlled study

Aging Clin Exp Res (2014) 26:519–527 523
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where the participants were measured pre- and post-inter-

ventional and trained once. Furthermore, data from the

present study should be replicated in another study where

the intervention is applied during several training sessions

over several weeks. It can be expected that because of such

a longitudinal design in an institutional setting the same

less favourable compliance will occur. To maintain the

compliance, motivation models should be used. With per-

sonal support, the motivation for SR-WBV training can be

increased. Our findings warrant such follow-up studies

based on these results.

Safety and acceptance are crucial features of the pro-

gramme and therefore strict exclusion criteria were applied

for this small cohort, particularly as it was a pilot study.

Hopefully, the criteria can be released in time as experi-

ence is gained.

The duration of the wash-out period is crucial for a

cross-over study. In this pilot study a seven-day wash-out

period was chosen. This wash-out period extends through

the absence of the carry-over effect, turns out to be

suitable.

Secondary outcome

The Zeptor med� vibration device generates an unsyn-

chronised multidimensional, low impact stochastic stimu-

lus pattern superimposed on a sinusoidal basic activity

[15]. In this way the participant is constantly kept off

balance. The participants have to react as quickly as pos-

sible. The goal is to enhance body stability during the SR-

WBV session. Some studies described that SR-WBV

modifies neuromuscular performance [32, 33]. In this pilot

Table 2 Results for physical performance within and between SR-WBV and sham intervention (secondary outcomes)

SR-WBV intervention

(n = 9) Median (IQR)

P within

ES (power)

Sham intervention

(n = 9) Median (IQR)

P within ES

(power)

P between intervention

(posttest) ES (power)

SPPB (0–12 points) pretest 7.0 (4.5–9) 0.121 7.0 (6.0–8.5) 0.564 0.730

2-min posttest 8.0 (6.5–8.5) 0.52 (0.27) 7.0 (5.5–9.0) 0.19 (0.08) 0.10 (0.01)

ETGUG SS, (s) pretest 1.7 (1.3–2.1) 0.015a 1.6 (1.0–2.6) 1.000 0.145

2-min posttest 1.0 (0.9–1.9) 0.81(0.54) 1.8 (1.0–1.9) 0.00 (0.00) 0.06 (0.01)

ETGUG 0–2 m (s) Pretest 3.4 (2.5–4.7) 0.173 3.4 (1.8–3.9) 0.017a 0.791

2-min posttest 3.3 (2.5–84.4) 0.45 (0.21) 3.6 (2.7–4.0) 0.79 (0.52) 0.06 (0.01)

ETGUG 2–8 m, (s) pretest 7.5 (5.9–10.1) 0.906 7.3 (6.0–10.5) 0.767 0.860

2-min posttest 7.2 (6.1–10.0) 0.04 (0.005) 7.2 (6.3–8.8) 0.10 (0.06) 0.04 (0.01)

ETGUG turn, (s) pretest 8.2 (6.1–10.8) 0.314 7.9 (6.1–9.5) 0.086 0.659

2-min posttest 7.5 (6.0–10.2) 0.34 (0.14) 8.2 (6.5–10.0) 0.57 (0.31) 0.10 (0.01)

ETGUG 12–18 m, (s) pretest 7.2 (6.3–10.3) 0.314 7.3 (6.5–10.3) 0.314 0.860

2-min posttest 7.9 (6.2–10.9) 0.34 (0.14) 7.1 (6.5–10.9) 0.34 (0.14) 0.04 (0.01)

ETGUG 18–20 m, (s) pretest 6.7 (5.2–8.5) 0.080 6.3 (4.7–8.2) 0.051 0.500

2-min posttest 6.5 (4.9–7.8) 0.62 (0.36) 7.4 (5.6–8.6) 0.65 (0.38) 0.16 (0.01)

ETGUG TT, (s) pretest 32.7 (28.2–47.0) 0.011a 32.1 (28.9–44.6) 0.953 0.931

2-min posttest 29.7 (24.3–42.8) 0.85 (0.58) 31.0 (27.6–42.3) 0.02 (0.05) 0.02 (0.01)

IMVC left, (N) pretest 266 (205–502) 0.779 291.8 (222–455) 0.767 0.423

2-min posttest 278 (210–322) 0.10 (0.06) 285.0 (233–488) 0.09 (0.06) 0.21(0.07)

IMVC right, (N) pretest 274 (195–504) 0.176 322 (254–490) 0.594 0.837

2-min posttest 316 (215–414) 0.51(0.26) 327 (240 –761) 0.18 (0.08) 0.05 (0.005)

IRFD left, (N/s) pretest 515 (260–727) 0.249 406 (198–1,382) 0.028 0.689

2-min posttest 437 (118–1,937) 0.47 (0.23) 327 (240–761) 0.18 (0.08) 0.12 (0.006)

IRFD right, (N/s) pretest 389 (262– 869) 0.753 482 (423–736) 0.694 0.535

2-min posttest 458 (263–840) 0.12 (0.06) 439 (276–603) 0.88 (0.61) 0.11 (0.005)

SSM, (s) pretest 19.1 (17.5–23.7) 0.066 18.8 (16.2–21.0) 0.678 0.605

2-min posttest 18.0 (15.1–22.2) 0.61 (0.35) 19.9 (16.2–22.5) 0.14 (0.07) 0.13 (0.006)

Median and interquartile range (IQR) values are pretest and 2-min posttest. P values after pretest and 2-min posttest intervention were computed

using Wilcoxon signed ranks test for within intervention and Mann–Whitney U tests for between SR-WBV intervention and sham intervention

SBBP Short Physical performance Battery, ETGUG Expanded Timed Get Up-and-Go, SS sit-to-stand movement, TT total time, IMVC isometric

maximum voluntary contraction, IRFD isometric rate of force development, SSM sit-to-stand movement, ES effect size, s seconds, N Newton, N/

s Newton/seconds
a Statistically significant difference (p \ .05) after pretest and posttest intervention
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study no improvements or tendencies towards improve-

ments in any strength outcome parameters within a bout of

five consecutive one-minute single SR-WBV sessions were

determined.

These results are consistent with the study by Rogan

et al. [19] but not with Schuhfried et al. [34]. The vibration

intensity was adapted to the participant. They started with

3 Hz and increased the intensity until the limit of tolerance.

The participants were able to stand without holding onto

railings. A limitation in the present study was that the

participants were holding onto the railings.

Apart from muscle strength, muscle power can be

evaluated without using machines [35]. Muscle strength

should be distinguished from muscle power. Strength is

defined as the maximal force that a muscle can produce

against a given resistance [1]. Muscle power is defined as

the amount of force and speed generated [36]. Muscle

power declines at a faster rate with increasing age than

muscle strength [37, 38]. Yamashita et al. [39] described

that improvement in muscle power, rather than muscle

strength, can prevent falls. However, Knuttgen and Komi

[40] described the assessment and quantification of physi-

cal performance as accomplished by use of the Interna-

tional System of Measurement (the SI) for force = Newton

(N) and power = Watts (W). The exercise intensity can

therefore be quantified for power = W as energy expen-

diture or work performed per second or force times

velocity. Muscle power is strongly correlated to perfor-

mance of daily tasks [41, 42]. However, Iwamoto et al. [35]

identify in their study not power, but functional strength.

Functional strength of the lower extremity can be measured

with SPPB (Part CR), ETGUG [part sit-to-stand (SS)] and

CR [43]. It has been reported that the CR is associated with

mobility [44]. Slow CR has been found to predict falls [45,

46] and hip fracture [47].

It may be possible that using SR-WBV training, suffi-

cient stimuli can be generated to functional strength.

During vibration, muscles adapt to length changes of the

muscle and tendon complex, resulting in improved reflex

activity [48]. In the current pilot study, large ES were

determined after SR-WBV intervention on SPPB, ETGUG

(SS, 12–18 m and TT) and CR.

In this study the participants are obese. The literature

shows that adiposity contributes to frailty by reducing the

ability of elderly individuals to perform daily live activities

and increasing metabolic instability [49]. Obese, elderly

individuals are particularly susceptible to sarcopenia. A

combination of strength loss and fat gain are associated

with decrease physical performance and disability, inde-

pendent of morbidity [50, 51]. It is known that obese

person negatively affect their adherence to exercise inter-

vention [52]. This reflected with the attrition rate of this

study.

In this current pilot study the participants shows (multi-)

comorbidity conditions. All participants received medica-

tions because of comorbidity. In the management of

comorbidity physical activity programmes can improve

physical performance. The elderly with incontinence are

not able to contract the pelvic floor muscle rapidly and

strongly and treatment shows to be difficult. SR-WBV

shows beneficial effects on rate of force development and

elicits stretch reflexes in pelvic floor muscles [53]. A better

continence status allows improving the mobility.

However, one limitation is that for SS during ETGUG

and during CR many participants had to raise their arms to

be able to manage this task.

Another possible explanation, and a limitation of the

present pilot study, is that the strength test is only used for

one muscle. For everyday life performance interaction of

numerous muscles is required. In future studies more

muscles should be measured on strength. Summarising the

findings and limitations of this study, it becomes clear the

study protocol must be reviewed again. Should the adapted

protocol be successful, we envisage using SR-WBV as

skilling-up exercise in frail elderly individuals. Prior to

this, further formal evaluation of potential risks and out-

comes is required in longitudinal studies.

The main limitation of this study is the small sample

size that reduced the informative value of the described

analysis. Further studies with lager groups are required.

A next step would be to replicate the new study protocol

and findings in a new exercise group of frail elderly

individuals.

A sample size calculation was conducted. The SPPB, for

example, showed that the ES of the intervention was small

at 0.10. Based on the observed values for the SPBB, with

80 % power at a-level 0.05 with an ES 0.6 an estimated

sample size of 411 participants for a 2-group RCT-design

would be necessary.
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